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Lonely Days Harvest of Corruption The Oxford English Dictionary Vol. 1- Things Fall Apart A Novel Penguin Books The contemporary African writer's classic novel depicting the destruction of
traditional tribal life by the white man The blinkards a comedy Women of Owu Ibadan University Press This is an African retelling of Euripides: an unnervingly topical story of a people and a beloved
city destroyed by the brutality of war. The play was ﬁrst performed in Lagos in 2003 under the distinguished director Chuck Mike, and subsequently toured the UK. Americanah HarperCollins UK ‘A
delicious, important novel’ The Times ‘Alert, alive and gripping’ Independent ‘Some novels tell a great story and others make you change the way you look at the world. Americanah does both.’ Guardian
The impact of disasters and crises on agriculture and food security: 2021 Food & Agriculture Org. On top of a decade of exacerbated disaster loss, exceptional global heat, retreating ice and rising
sea levels, humanity and our food security face a range of new and unprecedented hazards, such as megaﬁres, extreme weather events, desert locust swarms of magnitudes previously unseen, and the
COVID-19 pandemic. Agriculture underpins the livelihoods of over 2.5 billion people – most of them in low-income developing countries – and remains a key driver of development. At no other point in
history has agriculture been faced with such an array of familiar and unfamiliar risks, interacting in a hyperconnected world and a precipitously changing landscape. And agriculture continues to absorb a
disproportionate share of the damage and loss wrought by disasters. Their growing frequency and intensity, along with the systemic nature of risk, are upending people’s lives, devastating livelihoods, and
jeopardizing our entire food system. This report makes a powerful case for investing in resilience and disaster risk reduction – especially data gathering and analysis for evidence informed action – to
ensure agriculture’s crucial role in achieving the future we want. The Last Duty Longman Group United Kingdom Foreign and Second Language Learning Language Acquisition Research and Its
Implications for the Classroom Cambridge University Press The relevance of language acquisition to the day-to-day concerns of teaching and learning languages. In the Chest of a Woman
Palgrave's Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics ... - Primary Source Edition Nabu Press This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such
as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and
despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book. Expo '77 University Press Llc Ananse in the Land of Idiots Youth Unemployment and Vocational Training Youth
Unemployment and Vocation Training focuses on the creation of good jobs for the young. The ﬁrst part reviews the main factors inﬂuencing youth unemployment and the transition into the work force. The
second section provides an overview of young people's situations in major world regions, with a particular emphasis on the role of training systems and complementary active labor market policies. The
book concludes by reviewing the most pressing policy challenges in diﬀerent world regions and providing policy recommendations. Faceless Sub-Saharan Pub & Traders Street life in the slums of Accra is
realistically portrayed in this socially-commited, subtle novel about four educated women who are inspired by the plight of a 14-year old girl, Fofo. As the main characters convert their library center into a
practical street initiative, the novel invokes the squalor, health risks, and vicious cycles of poverty and violence that drive children to the streets and women to prostitution; and, from which, ultimately, no
one in the society is free. Second-Class Citizen Penguin UK 'Fresh, timeless ... a lively work of art' Observer 'Buchi Emecheta was the foremother of black British women's writing . . . powerful ﬁctions
written from and about our lives' Bernardine Evaristo 'Most dreams, as all dreamers know quite well, do have setbacks. Adah's dream was no exception, for hers had many' They nicknamed Adah 'the Igbo
tigress' at school in Nigeria, she was so fearless. Now she has moved to London to join her husband, and is determined to succeed. But her welcome from 1960's England - and the man she married - is a
cold one. Providing for her growing family, struggling to survive and negotiating everyday injustices along the way, Adah still resolves that she will never give up her dream of becoming a writer. 'Bold,
brave, deﬁant ... its exploration of blackness, the white gaze, and the development of the main character Adah's sense of self is extremely powerful' Gal-dem Ghana National Health Insurance Scheme
Improving Financial Sustainability Based on Expenditure Review World Bank Publications Ghana National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) was established in 2003 as a major vehicle to achieve the
country’s commitment of Universal Health Coverage. The government has earmarked value-added tax to ﬁnance NHIS in addition to deduction from Social Security Trust (SSNIT) and premium payment.
However, the scheme has been running under deﬁcit since 2009 due to expansion of coverage, increase in service use, and surge in expenditure. Consequently, Ghana National Health Insurance Authority
(NHIA) had to reduce investment fund, borrow loans and delay claims reimbursement to providers in order to ﬁll the gap. This study aimed to provide policy recommendations on how to improve eﬃciency
and ﬁnancial sustainability of NHIS based on health sector expenditure and NHIS claims expenditure review. The analysis started with an overall health sector expenditure review, zoomed into NHIS claims
expenditure in Volta region as a miniature for the scheme, and followed by identiﬁctation of factors aﬀecting level and eﬃciency of expenditure. This study is the ﬁrst attempt to undertake systematic indepth analysis of NHIS claims expenditure. Based on the study ﬁndings, it is recommended that NHIS establish a stronger expenditure control system in place for long-term sustainability. The majority of
NHIS claims expenditure is for outpatient consultations, district hospitals and above, certain member groups (e.g., informal group, members with more than ﬁve visits in a year). These distribution patterns
are closely related to NHIS design features that encourages expenditure surge. For example, year-round open registration boosted adverse selection during enrollment, essentially fee-for-service provider
mechanisms incentivized oversupply but not better quality and cost-eﬀectiveness, and zero patient cost-sharing by patients reduced prudence in seeking care and caused overuse. Moreover, NHIA is not
equipped to control expenditure or monitor eﬀect of cost-containment policies. The claims processing system is mostly manual and does not collect information on service delivery and results. No
mechanisms exist to monitor and correct providers’ abonormal behaviors, as well as engage NHIS members for and engaging members for information veriﬁcation, case management and prevention.
Countering the Problem of Falsiﬁed and Substandard Drugs National Academies Press The adulteration and fraudulent manufacture of medicines is an old problem, vastly aggravated by modern
manufacturing and trade. In the last decade, impotent antimicrobial drugs have compromised the treatment of many deadly diseases in poor countries. More recently, negligent production at a
Massachusetts compounding pharmacy sickened hundreds of Americans. While the national drugs regulatory authority (hereafter, the regulatory authority) is responsible for the safety of a country's drug
supply, no single country can entirely guarantee this today. The once common use of the term counterfeit to describe any drug that is not what it claims to be is at the heart of the argument. In a narrow,
legal sense a counterfeit drug is one that infringes on a registered trademark. The lay meaning is much broader, including any drug made with intentional deceit. Some generic drug companies and civil
society groups object to calling bad medicines counterfeit, seeing it as the deliberate conﬂation of public health and intellectual property concerns. Countering the Problem of Falsiﬁed and Substandard
Drugs accepts the narrow meaning of counterfeit, and, because the nuances of trademark infringement must be dealt with by courts, case by case, the report does not discuss the problem of counterfeit
medicines. Contemporary Debates in Education An Historical Perspective Routledge Did the Thatcher years and their aftermath constitute a revolution or a restoration in education. Do they
represent a departure from, or a reinforcement of tradition? Contemporary Debates in Education is a thought-provoking volume which reviews the reforms of the eighties and early nineties, then follow this
with an examination of the long-standing issues in education over the last century in order to relate current reforms and changes to their broader historical background, so that those with a general or
professional interest in education can better understand the process in which they are involved. Low-performing Students Why They Fall Behind and how to Help Them Succeed OCDE There is no
country or economy participating in PISA 2012 that can claim that all of its 15-year-old students have achieved a baseline level of proﬁciency in mathematics, reading and science. Poor performance at
school has long-term consequences, both for the individual and for society as a whole. Reducing the number of low-performing students is not only a goal in its own right but also an eﬀective way to
improve an education system's overall performance - and equity, since low performers are disproportionately from socio-economically disadvantaged families. Low-performing Students: Why they Fall
Behind and How to Help them Succeed examines low performance at school by looking at low performers' family background, education career and attitudes towards school. The report also analyses the
school practices and educational policies that are more strongly associated with poor student performance. Most important, the evidence provided in the report reveals what policy makers, educators,
parents and students themselves can do to tackle low performance and succeed in school. Chike and the River Penguin The more Chike saw the ferry-boats the more he wanted to make the trip to
Asaba. But where would he get the money? He did not know. Still, he hoped. Eleven-year-old Chike longs to cross the Niger River to the city of Asaba, but he doesn’t have the sixpence he needs to pay for
the ferry ride. With the help of his friend S.M.O.G., he embarks on a series of adventures to help him get there. Along the way, he is exposed to a range of new experiences that are both thrilling and
terrifying, from eating his ﬁrst skewer of suya under the shade of a mango tree, to visiting the village magician who promises to double the money in his pocket. Once he ﬁnally makes it across the river,
Chike realizes that life on the other side is far diﬀerent from his expectations, and he must ﬁnd the courage within him to make it home. Chike and the River is a magical tale of boundaries, bravery, and
growth, by Chinua Achebe, one of the world’s most beloved and admired storytellers. Homesick in Paradise Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Homesick in Paradise is a wonderfully written
novel that you can't read once and drop but read it time and time again. The lead story has a personal emotional touch that draws you so close to empathizing with an eleven year old character, Enemona,
who couldn't bear the heat of his mother's death, decides to break barrier in order to have a spiritual verbal communion with the dead mother. Would the dead mother respond in a mysterious way? The
author similarly weaved the childhood memories of a child in a boarding secondary school with its fun and fabulous fury. It espouses the split personality of a nearly indoctrinated child in Christendom, with
the conﬂict of participating in the rich culture of his African traditional festivals. It is an impressive narration laced with tragic stories but also harmonized with great hilarious stories that are didactic and
perhaps ribs cracking. Oral Literature in Africa Open Book Publishers Ruth Finnegan's Oral Literature in Africa was ﬁrst published in 1970, and since then has been widely praised as one of the most
important books in its ﬁeld. Based on years of ﬁeldwork, the study traces the history of storytelling across the continent of Africa. This revised edition makes Finnegan's ground-breaking research available
to the next generation of scholars. It includes a new introduction, additional images and an updated bibliography, as well as its original chapters on poetry, prose, "drum language" and drama, and an
overview of the social, linguistic and historical background of oral literature in Africa. This book is the ﬁrst volume in the World Oral Literature Series, an ongoing collaboration between OBP and World Oral
Literature Project. A free online archive of recordings and photographs that Finnegan made during her ﬁeldwork in the late 1960s is hosted by the World Oral Literature Project (http:
//www.oralliterature.org/collections/rﬁnnegan001.html) and can also be accessed from publisher's website. The History of Education in Ghana From the Earliest Times to the Declaration of
Independance Routledge Published in the year 1971, The History of Education in Ghana is a valuable contribution to the ﬁeld of History. Grief Child International Academic Pub Factors contributing to
academic performance of students in a Junior High School GRIN Verlag Bachelor Thesis from the year 2018 in the subject Pedagogy - School System, Educational and School Politics, grade: 5 (GHASystem), University of Education (Distance Learning), course: Post Graduate Diploma in Education, language: English, abstract: Students’ academic performance is a key feature in education. This study
was therefore conducted primarily to assess the factors contributing to improvement in academic performance of Junior High Students (JHS) in a Basic School which is in the Gomo-East District in the
Central Region of Ghana. The mixed and descriptive research design was used and a sample size of 87 respondents (79 students and 8 teachers) were selected through random sampling technique. The
ﬁndings revealed that the average academic performance (47.0%) of the JHS students in the Basic School is weak and their performance in Mathematics (average score of 31.48%) and English Language
(average score of 39.99%) is a fail. It was noticed that student factors that contribute to an improvement in academic performance include; regular studying, self-motivation, punctuality and regular class
attendance, hard-work and interest in a subject. The teacher factors were completion of syllabus, use of TLM’s, frequent feedback to students and given students special attention. Per the ﬁndings, parent
factors which was very key was parent showing concern in their children’s academics and providing them their academic needs. School factors that were signiﬁcant included availability of text books and
TLM’s. The study also found that parent level of education and gender has a positive relationship with academic performance but it’s insigniﬁcant. However, age has a positive signiﬁcant (5% signiﬁcance
level) relationship with academic performance. Based on ﬁndings, the study recommends that there should be strict monitoring on teachers to vary their teaching methods to suit their needs of the
students and also to provide the students with constant feedback on their academic performance. Again, the students should be motivated and orientated to take ownership of their studies by having
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regular studies and attending school during school days. Grammar for English Language Teachers Cambridge University Press An invaluable resource helping teachers at all levels of experience to
develop their understanding of English grammar. Grammar for English Language Teachers is designed to help practising and trainee teachers to develop their knowledge of English grammar systems. It
encourages teachers to appreciate factors that aﬀect grammatical choices, and evaluates the 'rules of thumb' presented to learners in course materials. Consolidation exercises provide an opportunity for
teachers to test these rules against real language use and to evaluate classroom and reference materials. Connecting Lives and Learning Renewing Pedagogy in the Middle Years Wakeﬁeld Press
CONNECTING LIVES AND LEARNING is a project dedicated to connecting learning to student lives, connecting teachers with the latest middle years research, and better connecting primary and secondary
schools to keep students at school longer. Based in Adelaide's lower socio-economic northern urban fringe, the project helps teachers use students' everyday experience and expertise to develop new
ways of teaching and learning that involve students in intellectually challenging tasks. This book tells the stories of real teachers, in real classrooms, making real attempts for change, and not always
succeeding. It is a book about teachers making a diﬀerence in diﬃcult times and tough places. But most importantly, this book reaﬃrms that being an educator is inherently about adopting socially just
practices, building community capacity and contributing to a more socially sustainable world. The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born Heinemann Educational Publishers This novel is a treatment of the
theme of corruption wrought by poverty. It is the story of an upright man resisting the temptations of easy bribes and easy satisfactions and winning for his honesty nothing but scorn even from those he
loves. Public Examinations Examined World Bank Publications High-stakes public examinations exert a dominant inﬂuence in most education systems. They aﬀect both teacher and student behavior,
especially at the middle and upper levels of secondary education. The content of past examinations tends to dictate what is taught and how it is taught and, more important, what is learned and how it is
learned. By changing aspects of these examinations, especially their content and format, education systems can have a strong positive impact on teacher behavior and student learning, help raise student
achievement levels, and better prepare students for tertiary-level education and for employment. Examination agencies, many of which have followed the same procedures over decades, can learn from
the successes and failures of other systems. This book addresses current issues related to the development, administration, scoring, and usage of these high-stakes public examinations, identifying key
issues and problems related to examinations in many emerging market economies as well as in advanced economies. The book’s primary audience consists of public examination oﬃcials on national,
regional, and state examination boards, but the book should also be of interest to senior education policy makers concerned with certiﬁcation and learning achievement standards, to academics and
researchers interested in educational assessment, to governmental and education agencies responsible for student selection, and to professionals at development organizations. “This extremely wellwritten and comprehensive book oﬀers a timely review of the diversity of public examination practices worldwide; of the tensions between examinations and learning; and of the technical expertise
involved in the creation of valid, reliable, and fair assessments. It reminds us that as “the diploma disease†? takes hold with an ever-greater intensity at every stage of education worldwide, and the
commercial business of testing ﬂourishes, those concerned with educational quality and meaningful learning must be on guard to prevent the assessment tail wagging the educational dog.†? Angela W.
Little, Professor Emerita, Institute of Education, University College London “This book is very well structured and written and draws on the authors’ remarkable global knowledge across countries and
histories. It will be a great asset both to administrators responsible for examinations and to academics and other professionals who seek to understand the nature and impact of examinations of diﬀerent
types and in diﬀerent settings.†? Mark Bray, UNESCO Chair Professor of Comparative Education, University of Hong Kong; and former Director, UNESCO International Institute for Educational Planning “I am
sure that Public Examinations Examined, which thoroughly analyzes the practice of public examinations in diﬀerent countries and makes profound and well-grounded conclusions, will arouse very great
interest and will serve to further improve public examinations.†? Victor Bolotov, Distinguished Professor, Higher School of Economics, National Research University, Moscow; member, Russian Academy of
Education; and former Deputy Minister of Education, Russian Federation A Woman in Her Prime The Dilemma of a Ghost ; Anowa Two Plays Prentice Hall Dilemma of a Ghost When Ato returns to
Ghana from his studies in North America he brings with him a sophisticated black American wife. But their hopes of a happy marriage and of combining 'the sweetness and loveliest things in Africa and
America' are soon shown to have been built on an unstable foundation. Inheritance English as an International Language Perspectives and Pedagogical Issues Multilingual Matters The rapid
global spread of the English language has serious linguistic, ideological, socio-cultural, political, and pedagogical implications as it creates both positive interactions and negative tensions between global
and local forces. Accordingly, debate about issues such as the native/non-native divide, the politics of an international language, communication in a Lingua Franca, the choice of a model for ELT, and the
link between English and identity(ies) has stimulated scholarly inquiry in an unprecedented way. The chapters in this volume revisit, challenge, and expand upon established arguments and positions
regarding the politics, policies, pedagogies, and practices of English as an international language, as well as its sociolinguistic and socio-psychological complexities. The Enlightened Eye Qualitative
Inquiry and the Enhancement of Educational Practice Teachers College Press Now available from TC Press with a new foreword by Nel Noddings and a new prologue by P. Bruce Uhrmacher and
Christy McConnell Moroye, this classic text on qualitative research is ideal for both novice and established researchers. Eisner's seminal work on mind, education, and research explores the ways in which
the methods, content, and assumptions in the arts, humanities, and social sciences can help us better understand our schools and classrooms. The Enlightened Eye expands how we think about inquiry in
education and broadens our views about what it means to "know" with the goal of positively inﬂuencing the educational experience of those who live and work in our schools. The text includes examples
depicting this type of research and how it can be used to evaluate teaching, learning, and the school environment. Book Features: provides researchers with ethical frameworks promoting diversity and
inclusivity; establishes connections between qualitative inquiry in our daily lives and its functions in the practice and study of education; and broadens understanding of how we come to know the world.
Songs of Ourselves: Volume 2 Cambridge Assessment International Education Anthology of Poetry in English Cambridge University Press This series contains poetry and prose anthologies
composed of writers from across the English-speaking world. Parts of Songs of Ourselves Volume 2 are set for study in Cambridge IGCSE®, O Level and Cambridge International AS & A Level Literature in
English syllabuses. Following on from the popular Songs of Ourselves 1, the anthology includes work from over 100 poets, combining famous names - such as William Blake, Emily Dickinson and Les Murray
- with lesser-known voices. This helps students to create fresh and interesting contrasts as they explore themes that range from nature to war. PSAT 8/9 Prep 2020-2021: PSAT 8/9 Prep 2020 and
2021 with Practice Test Questions [2nd Edition] Test Prep Books PSAT 8/9 Prep 2020-2021: PSAT 8/9 Prep 2020 and 2021 with Practice Test Questions [2nd Edition] Developed by Test Prep Books for
test takers trying to achieve a passing score on the PSAT exam, this comprehensive study guide includes: -Quick Overview -Test-Taking Strategies -Introduction -Reading Test -Writing and Language Test Math Test -Practice Questions -Detailed Answer Explanations Disclaimer: PSAT/NMSQT(R) is a trademark registered by the College Board and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation, which are not
aﬃliated with, and do not endorse, this product. Each section of the test has a comprehensive review created by Test Prep Books that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the
PSAT test. The Test Prep Books PSAT practice test questions are each followed by detailed answer explanations. If you miss a question, it's important that you are able to understand the nature of your
mistake and how to avoid making it again in the future. The answer explanations will help you to learn from your mistakes and overcome them. Understanding the latest test-taking strategies is essential
to preparing you for what you will expect on the exam. A test taker has to not only understand the material that is being covered on the test, but also must be familiar with the strategies that are
necessary to properly utilize the time provided and get through the test without making any avoidable errors. Test Prep Books has drilled down the top test-taking tips for you to know. Anyone planning to
take this exam should take advantage of the PSAT study guide review material, practice test questions, and test-taking strategies contained in this Test Prep Books study guide. The Lion and the Jewel
Education and Society A Sociology of African Education This book provides university students and trainee teachers with an introduction to the social bases of education. It amalgamates a thorough
appreciation of sociological theories, concepts and method with many examples from sub-Saharan Africa, including Nigeria, Zambia, Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The book ﬁrst deals with the
organisation of education in diﬀerent societies and then with the social functions of education, formal, non-formal and informal processes of education, and in particularwith adult socialisation. The school
and the classroom are dealt with in detail as is the role of the teacher in society, school and the classroom. Finally the book concludes with an examination of the various social factors which contribute to
educational inequality in Africa.
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